
Studio Rates:
2- to- 24-track and CDR recording, digital editing* $55.00/Hour  
Digital mastering $75.00/Hour
Remote recording and graphics work are quoted per-job.
In the event of mixed-format sessions the higher rate may apply. 
Session billing starts at the hour booked, or sooner in the case 
of early arrival. Cancellations given less than 24-hour notice are 
charged a $50.00 cancellation fee. Weekend cancellations require 
48 hours’ notice. 
Visa and MasterCard accepted

Media Prices: 
9GB DVD-RAM RADAR24 Backup cartridges $45.00
DAT-15 Tapes $9.00 
DAT-65 Tapes  $10.00 
DAT-120 Tapes  $12.00
Taiyo-Yuden CDR-80 recordable CD’s  $2.50 
… with studio-format printed inserts and label $10.00
Maxell MS-series cassettes (C-20) $3.00 
Maxell MS-series cassettes (C-60/C-90) $3.50

Special Items & Services:
Setup Fee: Steinway grand piano $50.00/ session 
(This fee is waived for “quick and dirty” PZM sessions.) 
Tuning is additional: $100.00.
Danmar kick drum pad $5.00
5” radio spot dubs (quantity order) $5.50 
5” radio spot dubs (quantity order, RUSH) $7.50
Sound effects drop fee $7.50

Some pointers: helpful things to consider  
when planning a music session:

If you have the time and budget, have your guitars and basses 
checked out: fine-tune the intonation & repair bad jacks, pots and 
switches. Double-check bass guitar setups to reduce fret buzz.  

We have had excellent guitar setup results from Portland’s 
Buckdancer’s Choice music store. New strings are always a good 
idea unless you’re going for a dead effect. Experience leads us to 
recommend Elixir brand guitar strings for acoustic guitars: they 
substantially reduce string squeaks, sound terrific and last forever.
Similarly, fresh drum heads make for better recordings. Check drum 
hardware for squeaks and rattles. Bring extra sticks.
If click tracks are under consideration for your project, be sure your 
drummer has experience working with a click track (perhaps in your 
rehearsal space). This is a tough thing to work out in the studio. If 
you work out your songs’ tempos (“I Love Coleslaw is at 90 beats 
per minute.”) before coming in, you’ll save studio time.
Sometimes a nice alternative to full-song click tracks is to let us 
generate the countoff (as a short click track) at the tempo you’ve 
worked out. At least you’ll start at the tempo you intended, and 
you’ll be much less apt to cut your masterpiece 20% fast without 
noticing that fact until the next day. It happens.
It will be a big help if you can provide the engineer copies of your 
songs’ lyrics before vocal work commences.
We always recommend that your band’s setup* work takes place 
perhaps a day before you plan to start recording. Setup work takes 
time and burns up energy and inspiration. If you set up Friday night 
and come in fresh on Saturday to start tracking, everyone will feel 
much better about things, and your engineer will get a chance to 
review and fine-tune the recording setup before you start.

*Setup: loading in, setting up instruments, micing, patching, getting levels and setting 
headphone mixes.

Important information about backups:
Safety copies of the master materials used for your projects are 
always recommended. We cannot overemphasize the value and 
importance of making these safety copies and of storing them 
properly. The different recording systems used here require different 
backup media and methods–
• DVD-RAM is used to back up RADAR24 projects. It is our normal 
practice to backup RADAR24 work after substantial changes to the 
project.
• Exabyte tapes can store a SADiE project’s complete data , so that 
work on the project can be resumed at a later date. Used in another 
way, they also can serve as DDP Compact Disc masters, containing 
all the data required to manufacture an individual Compact Disc. 
SADiE projects are generally more short-term and are often backed 
up only on special-order.
• Finally, our Alesis Masterlink recorder permits us to run CD-ROM’s 
containing finished audio files in up to 24-bit/96kHz resolution, in 
the AIFF format.
Graphics files are not normally backed up at Studio Dual, although 
copies can be run to Compact Disc or data DVD-R at a nominal cost, 
by request. The computer files used to generate your “finished films” 
are kept on our hard disks until your project has been manufactured. 
It is your responsibility to secure the return of those films from the 
manufacturer, should you desire. We attempt to keep graphics files 
on hand as long as possible, but their considerable size means that 
we cannot guarantee their long-term availability or integrity.
Studio Dual does not warrant the fitness or merchantability of products which it purchases from 
outside suppliers. All tapes and materials are stored at clients’ risk.
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